
 

 

 

 

23rd
 
November 2021, Tuesday: The Computer Society (Jr.) organized its third online event of 

Tech Bash’21- “Squidaddle”. This event was an amalgamation of traditional games that were 

modified to fit the inspiration of a trending Korean Drama Series called Squid Games. The aim 

of the event was to be the only one standing by the end of all three rounds. The questions 

throughout the event were based around logical reasoning ability in order to filter the brightest 

young minds. 

 

  

Inauguration of the event  



The event started off with an elimination round where the participants were quizzed on an e-

platform called ‘Quizizz’. The question was presented with two options under a time constraint, 

from which the wrong answer to the question was to be selected in order to gain a point. 

 

 

 

 

Red light-Green light: 

A total of 24 participants were qualified to Agents on the basis of their scores from previous 

round. The next round was conducted in 4 separate breakout rooms with a host, a tagger and a 

presenter in each along with 6 participants. They had to spam the word presented on the screen 

once the host says green light, up until the host says red light. Under a set of five conditions, 

eliminations were carried out and two participants were eliminated. This left 4 participants in 

each breakout room for part B of the same round. 



 

 

Identical Images Game: 

For this part of round 2, two images were shown onto the screen along with one question. One 

of the images was to be selected and typed into the MS-Teams chat. The first one to answer 

would gain a point and the ones to answer incorrectly would get disqualified right there. By the 

end, points were added and the top two participants would proceed to round 3.  

 

 



 

 

8-Player Chess: 

The final round involved of the final 8 participants playing a one-of-a-kind game specially 

designed and formulated for the event by the organising committee. By answering a set of 

questions, squid-money was earned by the participants that could be spent on moves in the 

game. The objective, just like any normal chess game, was to defeat the king and be the last 

team standing. Taggers would keep track of all the transactions and scores to help pick the 

ultimate squid-master.   

 

 

Participants play the 8-player chess 

The 8-player chess was attention-grabbing and kept the participants on the edge till the end. 

Rishi Shah (SYJC) and Kushal Doshi(FYJC) emerged as the winners of Squidaddle. The two 

were felicitated and the event was concluded after a vote of thanks. 

 

 



 

 

Felicitation & Vote of Thanks 

 


